Oncogenic mutations and packing defects in protein structure.
Oncogenic mutations in expressed proteins are of primary interest to understand tumor formation but their structural consequences bearing on protein function are not clearly understood. In this contribution I report on two illustrative examples, p21ras and p57, revealing that such mutations have an effect on specific structural deficiencies in the packing of the protein structure, i. e., on backbone hydrogen bonds insufficiently shielded from water attack. These structural deficiencies in the wild type are typically "corrected intermolecularly" by protein complexation or protein-ligand association. However, in the oncogenic mutants, these binding signals are partially or completely suppressed: the mutated residues properly wrap or desolvate the hydrogen bonds intramolecularly. Thus, the interactivity of the proteins becomes impaired: their binding affinity decreases sharply, as there is no thermodynamic benefit from removing water surrounding properly desolvated hydrogen bonds. The results, specialized for p21ras and p53, reveal how oncogenic mutations determine a hindrance to GAP-induced hydrolysis (p21) and decrease binding affinity for DNA (p53). Furthermore, the oncogenic potential of mutations in residues not directly engaged in the interface electrostatics is assessed. The results suggest that a high sensitivity of structural defects to genetic accident might be a necessary condition to establish the existence of a proto-oncogene, an angle that merits a systematic study.